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New Thinking. 
New Possibilities.
We, at Hyundai, are inspired by the passion to create cars that exceed your expectations.  
Dedicated to the way things should be, not the way they are. Looking for answers before the 
questions have been asked. We never stop searching for better solutions that help you get 
more out of life. It’s just the way we are.
What does this mean for you? It means that the Hyundai you drive has been engineered to  
surprise you with its built-in integrity. To compliment you with its crisply fluid design. To care  
for you, your family and passengers with its embracing strength, and to minimize its impact  
on the environment. All of this being the product of new thinking that opens up a world of 
new possibilities.
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Your life. Your city. Your car
You’re looking at the city car that brings new levels of style and sophistication to the city streets.  
The new Hyundai i10. One look is enough to tell you that this car has been designed and engineered  
in Europe. It’s also built in Europe, and is available with features and equipment that you’d normally  
associate only with larger, more expensive cars. Because it’s your life, and we want to make it as  
enjoyable and fulfilling as possible.
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A wake-up for the streets
The athletic stance of the new i10 is the result of its perfectly balanced, dynamic proportions.  
It looks wider and lower than other cars in this class and it boasts a truly sporty profile combined  
with the crisp, signature styling lines that typify our “Fluidic Sculpture” design philosophy.  
The i10 has exactly what it takes to turn heads on every street.
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Your personal upgrade
Whatever the length of your journey, you’ll appreciate the attention to detail that’s evident  
inside the new i10. High quality materials have been selected not only to look good, but also  
feel good too. The elegant “white on blue” information on the LCD screens is easier to read  
in daylight or at night and all controls – including those of the multifunction steering wheel –  
have been sited for easy, intuitive use.
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Indulge yourself
We asked ourselves why many features are not available in small city cars, and decided that there’s 
no good reason. So, as well as heated seats, smart key and engine start/stop button, you can 
specify your i10 with automatic air-conditioning, a heated steering wheel, and much more. Oh, and 
there’s lots of room and the feeling of comfort and safety you’d expect only in larger cars.

Automatic air-conditioning. Just select your preferred temperature 
and the system does the rest.

Cruise control with speed limiter. For stress-free driving on longer 
journeys.

USB & AUX. Easy connectivity for your iPod or other MP3 device, just 
plug-in and play.

Audio controls. Adjust volume and change stations or tracks with ease. Bluetooth connectivity. Steering wheel mounted controls for safe, 
effortless telephone operation.  Bluetooth also enables access to your 
favourite music via audio streaming.

Engine start/stop button. Keyless starting when the smart key is on 
board in your pocket or bag.

Seat heating. The front seats have individual heating controls,  
each with three temperature settings.

Heated steering wheel. For those early starts on cold winter mornings.
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Everything in its place
And a place for everything. No other car in this class has as much useful cabin storage space  
as the i10. It’s the only car in its class that can store a 1-litre water bottle in the front door  
map pockets. The whole interior has been designed to be as user-friendly as possible, with easy-
access storage places just where you need them.

In the Premium model, the practical glove box is also conveniently 
illuminated.

The central storage bin with foldaway cover (Premium model) is  
conveniently located just in front of the gear shifter.

The front door pockets have been specially designed to accommodate 
1-litre water bottles

Between the front seats are 2 cup holders, one of which is large 
enough for a 1-litre water bottle.
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As big as your life
Not only is the cabin the roomiest in its class, the boot is also a class winner. With all seats  
in use, the luggage capacity is 252 litres. Fold the rear seats down and that capacity expands to  
an impressive 1046 litres. So there’s lots of room for carrying whatever your city life demands.

For added convenience and flexibility, the rear seats fold separately  
in the proportion 60:40.

The load cover protects belongings from prying eyes, and lifts with 
the hatch for easy loading and unloading.

There are 252 litres of useful space behind the rear seats.

With all rear seats folded, the carrying capacity expands to a  
class-beating 1046 litres.
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What your city’s been 
waiting for
The new i10 brightens up every urban environment.
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Making the city safer
It’s important to us that you feel comfortably safe in your i10. It is built around a tough safety  
cell using high-strength steels, while 6 airbags are provided to protect all occupants. Electronic 
Stability Control (ESC), Vehicle Stability Manager (VSM), Anti-lock Brakes (ABS) and Tyre Pressure 
Monitor System (TPMS) combine to keep you out of trouble on the move, and Hill-start Assist 
Control eliminates rolling back on steep hill starts. There are seat-belt reminder warnings for all 
seats, and the front cowling has been designed to minimize injury to pedestrians.  
That’s a huge amount of safety engineering for such a small car.Electronic Stability Control (ESC). Sensors monitor speed and yaw 

data, applying variable braking to individual wheels to prevent uncon-
trolled skidding in extreme driving situations
Vehicle Stability Management (VSM). Coordinates the ESC and 
Motor-Driven Power Steering (MDPS), adding subtle steering inputs 
to maintain stability through corners, in sudden lane changes and on 
surfaces with unequal grip.

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC). Starting on hills has never been easier. 
HAC briefly applies the brakes to stop the i10 rolling back when mov-
ing off. Standard on the Premium model.

6 airbags. Two front airbags, two side airbags and two curtain airbags 
for all-round occupant protection. 

Height-adjustable seatbelts. Safety that also increases comfort.
Premium model only.
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A pleasure to drive
However large or small, we believe that every Hyundai should reward its driver with a satisfying  
and comfortable driving experience. And that applies to all journeys, no matter how long or  
how far, so travelling in the new i10 feels like driving in a larger car. We’ve developed optimized  
suspension front axle geometry that delivers enhanced steering precision and feedback.  
The rear axle has also been engineered to provide superior ride and handling.  
Our refined engines and transmissions have been developed in Europe to give you all the  
performance you need combined with low fuel consumption and low emissions. There’s even an 
LPG option. You can choose between a 5-speed manual and 4-speed automatic transmission. 

There are three available petrol engines: 
the 1.0 Kappa MPI with 66PS (48.5kW), the 1.25 Kappa MPI with 87 PS (64 kW), and the bi-fuel  
1.0 Kappa LPGI engine with 67 PS (49.3 kW) that also runs on LPG for enhanced fuel economy.  
All engines feature Continuously Variable Valve Timing (CVVT) and maintenance-free timing chain.

Transmissions. There’s a precise 5-speed manual transmission, or  
you could choose our smooth-changing 4-speed automatic. Whichever 
you choose, the gear change is located conveniently high for ease of 
operation.

BlueDrive. Using the 66PS 1.0 Kappa MPI engine, our BlueDrive  
model combines integrated Stop & Go (ISG), Alternator Management 
System (AMS) and low rolling resistance tyres to achieve combined 
fuel consumption of 4.3l/100 km and 98 g/km CO2 emissions.
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Now you’re in the driving seat
Your new generation i10 is available in three versions: Access, Comfort and Premium.
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Three kinds of i10
We’re all different, with different ideas and preferences.  
So we’ve created three different versions of the new i10 for you  
to choose from. 

ACCESS: simplicity itself
If it’s the simple things in life that excite you most, then the new  
i10 Access model is for you. It’s a safe, functional car that helps you 
get on with your city life. 
• Interior colour highlights in beige
• Seats in a beige/black fabric combination

COMFORT: almost all you need
There’s all the standard equipment you need to enjoy any journey, 
long or short. And the possibility to add even more by choosing 
from an extensive range of optional equipment.
• Interior colour highlights in either blue or orange
• Seats in either a blue/black fabric or orange/black fabric  
 combination, to match Interior colour highlights 
• Body colour door mirror caps and door handles
• Black b-pillars
• Radio CD MP3 with USB

PREMIUM: you’ve earned it
It’s the i10 that brings a touch of exclusivity to the class.  
But there are still some tempting options available to help you  
personalize your car.
• Interior colour highlights and seats as in Comfort model
• Optionally available are red interior highlights together with seats  
 in a red fabric/black leather-look combination
• Body colour door mirror caps and door handles
• Side body mouldings
• 14” alloy wheels *
• Manual A/C                                          * not with Blue Drive/Eco Package

ACCESS Beige/Black Beige

COMFORT/PREMIUM Blue/Black Blue

PREMIUM Red/Black Red

COMFORT/PREMIUM Orange/Black Orange

* * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * - - * * - * *

* * * * * * * * * - -

* * * * * * * * - * *
*  Available        -  Not available

Seats Material Interior colour highlights
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At home on every street
An unmistakable European presence.
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The choice is yours
Combine your selection of exterior colour, wheels and interior fabrics 
 to create your ideal new i10.

14“ 5-twin-spoke Design
wheelcover (metallic grey)

13“ 8-spoke Design
wheelcover (silver finish)

14“ 8-spoke Design
alloy wheel (metallic grey)

15“ 4-twin-spoke Design
alloy wheel (metallic grey) Morning Glory SolidMontano Sky Metallic

Sleek Silver

Pure White Solid

Black Diamont Pearl

Silky Beige Metallic

Wine Red Pearl

Star Dust Metallic

Sweet Orange Metallic

Passion Red Metallic

Baby Elephant Solid
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The numbers that count
Here you’ll find the important numbers and values that define the new generation i10.

2385 mm

      3665 mm

15
00

 m
m

1660 mm

ENGINE 1,0 Kappa 1,25 Kappa 1,0 Kappa LPGI

TRANSMISSION 5 MT 5 MT ISG 5 MT Eco Pack 4 AT 5 MT 4 AT 5 MT

DISPLACEMENT (cc) 998 998 998 998 1248 1248 998

BORE x STROKE (mm) 71.0 x 84.0 71.0 x 84.0 71.0 x 84.0 71.0 x 84.0 71.0 x 78.8 71.0 x 78.8 71.0 x 84.0

CAM TYPE DOHC,  Dual-CVVT DOHC,  Dual-CVVT DOHC,  Dual-CVVT DOHC,  Dual-CVVT DOHC,  Dual-CVVT DOHC,  Dual-CVVT DOHC,  Dual-CVVT

COMPRESSION RATIO 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5

MAX. POWER (ps/rpm) 48.5 kW (66 PS)
5500 rpm

48.5 kW (66 PS)
5500 rpm

48.5 kW (66 PS)
5500 rpm

48.5 kW (66 PS)
5500 rpm

64.0 kW (87 PS)
6000 rpm

64.0 kW (87 PS)
6000 rpm

49.3 kW (67 PS)
6200 rpm

MAX. TORQUE (kgf·m/rpm) 95.16 Nm (9.7 kgf.m)
3500 rpm

95.16 Nm (9.7 kgf.m)
3500 rpm

95.16 Nm (9.7 kgf.m)
3500 rpm

95.16 Nm (9.7 kgf.m)
3500 rpm

119.68 Nm (12.3 kgf.m)
4000 rpm

119.68 Nm (12.3 kgf.m)
4000 rpm

90.25 Nm (9.2 kgf.m)
3500 rpm

BRAKES

TYPE Hydraulic Brake Hydraulic Brake Hydraulic Brake Hydraulic Brake Hydraulic Brake Hydraulic Brake Hydraulic Brake

FRONT - TYPE / DIAMETER (mm) Ventilated Disc / 241 Ventilated Disc / 241 Ventilated Disc / 241 Ventilated Disc / 241 Ventilated Disc / 241 Ventilated Disc / 241 Ventilated Disc / 241

REAR - TYPE / DIAMETER (mm) Solid Disc / 234 Solid Disc / 234 Solid Disc / 234 Solid Disc / 234 Solid Disc / 234 Solid Disc / 234 Solid Disc / 234

SUSPENSION

FRONT Mcpherson Strut Mcpherson Strut Mcpherson Strut Mcpherson Strut Mcpherson Strut Mcpherson Strut Mcpherson Strut

REAR Coupled Torsion Beam 
Axle (CTBA)

Coupled Torsion Beam 
Axle (CTBA)

Coupled Torsion Beam 
Axle (CTBA)

Coupled Torsion Beam 
Axle (CTBA)

Coupled Torsion Beam 
Axle (CTBA)

Coupled Torsion Beam 
Axle (CTBA)

Coupled Torsion Beam 
Axle (CTBA)

SAFETY

STANDARD ABS, ESC + Vehicle Stability Management (VSM), Front Airbags, Side Airbags, Curtain Airbags

EXCLUSIVE FOR PREMIUM MODEL Emergency Brake Signal, Hill Assist Control

STEERING

TYPE MDPS MDPS MDPS MDPS MDPS MDPS MDPS

STEERING WHEEL TURN 
(LOCK TO LOCK) 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9

MIN. TURNING RADIUS (m) 4.78 4.78 4.78 4.78 4.78 4.78 4.78

WHEEL & TIRE 1.0 / 5 MT 1.0 / 5 MT ISG 1.0 / 5 MT Eco Pack 1.0 / 4 AT 1.25 / 5 MT 1.25 / 4 AT 1.0 / 5 MT LPGI

WHEEL
5.5J x14 Steel Wheel
5.5J x14 Alloy Wheel
6.0J x15 Alloy Wheel

5.5J x14 Steel Wheel
5.5J x14 Alloy Wheel
6.0J x15 Alloy Wheel

4.5J x13 Steel Wheel
5.5J x14 Steel Wheel
5.5J x14 Alloy Wheel
6.0J x15 Alloy Wheel

5.5J x14 Steel Wheel
5.5J x14 Alloy Wheel
6.0J x15 Alloy Wheel

5.5J x14 Steel Wheel
5.5J x14 Alloy Wheel
6.0J x15 Alloy Wheel

5.5J x14 Steel Wheel
5.5J x14 Alloy Wheel
6.0J x15 Alloy Wheel

TIRE 175/65R14  185/55R15 175/65R14  185/55R15 155/70R13 175/65R14  185/55R15 175/65R14  185/55R15 175/65R14  185/55R15 175/65R14  185/55R15

CAPACITIES

LUGGAGE SPACE (Liter, VDA) min. / max. 252 / 1046 252 / 1046 252 / 1046 252 / 1046 252 / 1046 252 / 1046 252 / 1046

WEIGHT

CURB WEIGHT (kg) 933 - 1008 933 - 1008 933 - 973 952 - 1014 941 - 1029 961 - 1049 989 - 1051

GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT (kg) 1420 1420 1310 1440 1450 1455 1470

PERFORMANCE

MAX SPEED (kmh) 155 155 155 145 171 163 153

ACCELERATION  0 → 100 kmh (sec) 14.9 14.9 15.0 16.8 12.3 13.8 15.2

FUEL CONSUMPTION (l/100 km)
- Urban 
- Extra Urban
- Combined

6.0
4.0
4.7

5.6
4.0
4.6

5.1
3.7
4.3

7.5
5.0
6.0

6.5
4,1
4.9

8.0
5.1
6.2

nA
nA

CO2 EMISSIONS COMBINED (g/km) 108 106 98 137 114 142 nA

DIMENSIONS
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With you all the way
Driving your new i10 away from the showroom is just the start of a long and happy relationship.  
We’ve prepared a number of programmes to make sure that it stays that way.

5 Year Triple Care 
Unlimited Mileage Warranty

Living proof of our faith and trust in our  
products is our 5-year new vehicle warranty.  
You enjoy 5 years carefree driving, 5 years  
roadside assistance and 5 years annual vehicle 
health checks to keep your driving trouble- 
free. All without any mileage restrictions.

MyHyundai

As an owner of a Hyundai, you will have  
access to this exclusive portal. It opens the door 
to a world of special offers you won’t find  
anywhere else, the latest news about Hyundai, 
and it provides a secure zone for the storage  
of your important vehicle details. Automatic 
reminders for servicing and vehicle health checks 
can also be set here. It all makes owning and 
driving your Hyundai an enjoyable and hassle-
free experience.

Finance

Hyundai can help you finance the purchase of 
your new Hyundai over periods of up to 5 years. 
Our finance plans can be very flexible – just ask 
your dealer for detailed information, and choose 
the plan that suits you best.

12-year Anti-perforation Warranty

In addition to our 5-year new vehicle warranty, 
we also provide a 12-year warranty against  
perforation of the bodywork from the inside. 

Hyundai Genuine Accessories

Nothing fits better than a Hyundai Genuine  
Accessory. They are designed and engineered to 
enhance the looks and capabilities of your i10, 
and meet the rigorous manufacturing standards 
demanded of all Hyundai products.

Hyundai Genuine Parts

Produced to the same exacting standards as 
original equipment, our genuine replacement 
parts are covered by comprehensive warranties.
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Size isn’t everything.

Our current market share in Europe may not yet 
appear very impressive, but we continue to enjoy 
a consistent history of steady growth, which has 
resulted in an ever-expanding community of  
satisfied Hyundai owners across the continent. 
Seen from a global perspective, Hyundai Motor  
is now the fifth largest automaker, and that means 
that a vast array of resources can be concentra-
ted on the development of cars that you will want 
to drive. That’s our commitment to you.

Committed to Europe.

One look at our range of cars immediately  
confirms that we build cars that you will feel  
at home in. 
Actually, that should not be surprising: 95% of  
all new Hyundai cars on European roads have 
been designed and engineered at the Hyundai 
Motor Technical Centre in Rüsselsheim, Germany. 
Many of them have been built at one of our  
European production facilities. In fact over a 
quarter of a million people in Europe are proud  
to be employed by Hyundai. Annually we pay  
€ 1.7 billion in taxes in Europe, we source 72%  
of our supplies in Europe, to a value of 
€ 3.4 billion, and our sales and distribution 
network contributes € 2 billion to the European 
Gross Domestic Product. We’re here to stay.   

Building on success.

Standing still has never been part of our DNA. 
We know that to succeed you must create,  
innovate and constantly raise standards of quality. 
Our European investment programme has just 
seen the opening of the Hyundai Test Centre 
located at the renowned Nürburgring.  
This provides us with a state-of-the-art facility 
where our “Accelerated Durability” test proce-
dures – simulating 180,000 km severe driving in 
just a few weeks – can be put into practice.   

What’s behind the badge?
The philosophy behind the way we design and engineer our cars is explained at the beginning of
this brochure. But we’d also like to tell you some-thing about who we are, how committed we are 
to Europe, and give you some insight into the future.

Competitive spirit.

We all know the satisfaction of success, especially 
as the result of dedicated hard work. 
It’s something we can enjoy after the launch of 
a new car, but it’s even more fun when it involves 
motorsport. And that’s the next challenge we’ve 
set ourselves. In 2014, our new i20 WRC rally car 
will emerge from our purpose-built Alzenau  
motorsport facility into the media glare of the 
World Rally Championship. It will be tough going 
but, as in everything else we do, we’re  
determined to succeed.

Number one.

Not the biggest, but the best! In what is  
probably Europe’s most demanding car market, 
Germany’s authoritative Auto Bild Qualitäts- 
report ranked Hyundai number one for owner 
satisfaction in 2010 and 2011. Because we put  
you first, you put us first. Thank you.
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Note: The Bluetooth brand, logo and word marks are registered trademarks of 
Bluetooth SIG Inc. The use of these signs by Hyundai Motor Europe or affiliated 
companies is covered by a license agreement. The iPod brand, logo and word 
marks are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. All other brands are property of 
their respective owners.
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